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Alternate Realities Programmer 
Life is great! And it’s even better when you’re wearing an HMD! 

Do you think “Alternate Realities Programmer” means programming in other dimensions or a time stream 
where computers have enslaved humanity? Then we’re not looking for you!  
 
What we do need are programmers with experience or an intense interest in augmented, virtual and mixed 
realities. If you’re looking to create new realities for people to experience and want to join an independent 
studio that is already in the thick of AR/VR, then good news: Mikutech is located in this dimension and isn’t 
(completely) enslaved by their computers! 

Job Responsibilities  
• Write, modify, integrate and test high quality code for AR/VR applications 
• Maintain existing computer programs by making modifications as required  
• Identify and communicate about technical problems, processes and solutions  
• Work with QA to ensure smooth, bug free releases or repairs 
• Deliver quality products through the use of agile methodologies and test-driven development 

Required Skills and Experience  
• An almost obnoxious attention to detail for proper coding structures and conventions 
• Experience in at least one of the following: augmented reality, virtual reality or mixed reality 

programming, either at a previous job or demonstrating it through personal work 
• Proficiency in C#, Javascript and Node.js 
• Experience in Unity or Unreal Engine 
• Experience with Typescript and Visual Studio are a bonus 
• A willingness to learn new languages and technologies 
• Excellent verbal and written communication skills 

Other Requirements 
• Up-to-date resume  
• A link to a portfolio of your AR/VR work (website, blog, github account, etc.) containing source code and 

executables 
• Upon application, you will be contacted to write a short programming test before your interview 

About Mikutech / Joydrop 
Mikutech is a full service agency specializing in high-quality custom applications, technical consulting and 
creative solutions. Joydrop is the brand for all of Mikutech’s gaming ventures. They were established by Mark 
Mikulec, a veteran game developer on titles like Warframe and Bioshock, an architect of 3D graphics engines 
and a visionary who has been at the forefront of VR/AR long before its recent popularity. 
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Working at Mikutech, and its gaming brand of Joydrop, means working elbow to elbow with respected industry 
professionals and up-and-comers in code, art and design. It also means you’ll not only be given the chance to 
show off your expertise and finesse, but learn alongside similarly ambitious people. 
 
Mikutech is located in London, Ontario. London possesses a large game developer community and is also a great 
party town. We believe to work hard, you also need to occasionally party even harder. We share our downtown, 
co-working office with other small companies; we’re all doing unique and interesting things and all made up of 
good people. You've never experienced anything like it (and if you have, you know how great it is!) We’ll help 
you find a place to live in London as well. It's cheaper to live here than in Guelph or Toronto. 
 
For further information about Mikutech visit www.mikutech.com or twitter @MikutechTips.  
 
Apply to jobs@mikutech.com and mention this job posting in the subject. 
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